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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Theory. Self
-disclosure occurs when an individual fully,
honestly, and spontaneously reveals his self (i.e. his sub-
jective side; what he thinks, believes, wants, fantasizes
about, and worries about) to another person. When self-
disclosure occurs several things happen. The person being
disclosed to becomes aware of the discloser's needs, how
similar or dissimilar he is to him, and how much he either
accords with or deviates from the discloser's moral standards.
Also, a basis for empathy is formed and the Interpersonal
interaction moves toward becoming a non-manipulative
, mutual
relationship (Jourard 196^). As Jourard feels, self
-disclosure
is not only a symptom of mental health, but also a means by
which to attain it. It would seem that the fostering of
self-disclosure in a client would be a natural goal of psycho-
therapy, and we find that this is indeed the case. Freud
attempted to bring about self-disclosure on the part of his
clients in a roundabout intellectual fashion by means of
free association and dream interpretation. Sullivan's con-
cepts and techniques of reconnaissance and detailed inquiry
are clearly aimed at getting the client to reveal as much as
possible about his past and present self. Roger's basic
therapeutic postures of unconditional positive regard and
congruence are also clearly aimed at facilitating a client's
2openness and self
-disclosure. Client self
-disclosure is the
desired end product of even the most basic interviewing
techniques such as attending behavior, minimal encouragement
to speak, and open ended questions.
Although self-disclosure on the part of a client in
psychotherapy is encouraged, traditional schools of psycho-
therapy discourage self-disclosure on the part of the thera-
pist. Colm (1966, p. 205), commenting on the traditional role
of the psychoanalyst, maintains that, ».
. .the analyst was
merely a screen on which the patient projected his feelings -
tender and hostile! The analyst stayed uninvolved and
•accepting*.
"
The non self-disclosing therapist attitude is
reflected in Sullivan's concept of the therapist as a "par-
ticipant observer" and in Sundberg and Tyler's (1962) sug-
gestion that a therapist, while interviewing, maintain an
attitude of "deeply interested detachment." Colby (1951,
p. 24) comments, "The less the patient really knows about you
the greater chance he has to make transferences, which are
precious materials for the therapeutic process."
Many contemporary schools of therapy, however, especially
those heavily influenced by existentialism and the new en-
counter group movements, have broken the rule of the non
self-disclosing therapist and permit, if not enthusiastically
encourage, self-disclosure on the part of the therapist during
the therapeutic interaction. Colm (1966,p.20b) comments,
"At the right time, the therapist will dare show the patient
that he too Is only human, a human being who has his reac-
tions, positive and negative, which the patient must learn to
accept or refuse." It is becoming less and less uncommon for
a therapist to respond as openly as Dr. Henry Guze (I969),
who responds to a client who has just begun to cry by saying,
"Well you shouldl I do some crying myself. Sometimes I'm
too busy to cry and that makes me kind of sad. Makes me feel
unhappy
. . .
.»
Research. The research dealing with what happens when a
psychotherapist chooses to disclose something about himself
to a client rather than maintaining his more traditional role
is indeed meager. The bulk of research dealing with self-
disclosure has concentrated on noting response variations among
different social, cultural, and ethnic groups to the Jourard
Self
-Disclosure Questionnaire (Jourard and Lasakow 1958),
a sixty item questionnaire divided into six general areas of
information about the self in which subjects indicate the
extent they have talked about a particular item with other
individuals. In a typical study of this type, Jourard and
Lasakow (1958) found that whites self-disclosed more than
Negroes, females self-disclosed more than males, and subjects
as a whole self-disclosed to another individual in direct
proportion to their liking for the individual. The self-
disclosure literature dealing with self -disclosure as an
independent variable, rather than as a dependent variable as
in the above type of study, is as diverse as it is scarce.
Prey, as cited by Jourard (1969), found that subjects per-
formed better In a paired associate learning task when the
experimenter self
-disclosed to them prior to the task. Both
Korman and Heifitz, as cited by Jourard (1969), noted varia-
tions in personality test performance as a function of the
tester's self
-disclosure to the subject. Powell, as cited
by Jourard (1969), found that self
-disclosure by an inter-
viewer functioned as a more powerful reinforcer of certain
types of verbal behavior in subjects than approving supportive
responses or Rogerian reflection-restatement responses.
Other research in the area, dealing mainly with inter-
view situations, lends support to Jourard # s (1964- ) notion of
the "dyadic effect" of self-disclosure (i.e. self
-disclosure
begets self
-disclosure. ) Drag, as cited by Jourard (I969),
found that subjects who engaged in mutually revealing dialogue
with an interviewer prior to the interview proper showed more
trust in the interviewer and answered more intimate questions
than subjects who did not engage in revealing dialogue with
the interviewer. Jourard and Friedman (19?0) found that self-
disclosure in combination with minimal physical contact from
an interviewer facilitated self-disclosure on the part of
subjects. Chittick and Himelstien (I967) found that subjects
who entered into group discussions with a group of experimental
confederates self-disclosed in proportion to the self-disclo-
sures of the confederates.
Research dealing with self-disclosure as either a
5controlled or measured variable in some sort of psychotherapy
situation is rather sparse. Goodman, as cited by Jourard
(1964), found that with experienced therapists, emotional
self-disclosures of the patient and the therapist increased
as the therapy progressed. Culbert, as cited by Fino and
Cohen (197D, found that in a T-group situation, groups with
high self
-disclosing trainers attained greater self-awareness
earlier than did groups with low self-disclosing trainers.
Simonson (I968, 1969, 1970), investigating the relationship
among the willingness to self-disclose of a prospective psycho-
therapy client and the amount of self
-disclosure and "warmness"
or "coldness" of the therapist, presented subjects with one
of three tapes (no therapist self
-disclosure, medium amount
of therapist self-disclosure , and high amount of therapist
self-disclosure ) of what was supposed to be a previous psycho-
therapy session of the therapist and had them fill out a
modified version of the Jourard Self-Disclosure Questionnaire
with regard to their willingness to self-disclose to the
therapist prior to a short interview with him. Simonson
found that those subjects who were told by the experimenter
that psychotherapists are usually cool and aloof were less
willing to disclose to the therapist and showed no significant
differences with regard to the amount of therapist self-
disclosure they were exposed to. Those subjects, however,
who were told that psychotherapists are usually warm and
friendly showed as a whole more willingness to self-disclose
6and most willingness to self
-disclose in the medium therapist
self
-disclosure condition.
Overview of the Study
. The problem under investigation
was the effect or effects of therapist self
-disclosure on the
therapeutic relationship and clients* perceptions of the
therapist. The primary goal of this study was to determine the
relationship between therapist self
-disclosure and clients*
perceptions of the therapists intracept ion, perception of the
therapists nurturance, and willingness to self
-disclose to
the therapist. This problem was approached by noting sub-
jects* impressions of one of three transcriptions of a
simulated psychotherapy session in which the therapist varies
in the amount he self-discloses
.
The secondary goal of this study was to determine whether
therapist self-disclosure is a unique entity or merely a con-
founding of some other aspects of the Interpersonal communi-
cation, namely congruence and acceptance. There are several
types of self-disclosures and self-disclosing messages can
communicate much more than the simple revelation of personal
experience. For example, the content of a self-disclosure
can exhibit symptoms of either mental health or pathology.
With reference to the Individual receiving the self -disclosure
,
the content of the self-disclosure can be either supportive
or derogatory, demanding or accepting, congruent or not con-
gruent with the "receiver's" outlook, thoughts, and feelings,
and can exhibit different types of effect. This problem
7was approached by comparing the differences between the effect
of a transcription of simulated psychotherapy session in
which the therapist self
-discloses and the effect of a trans-
cription of a simulated psychotherapy session in which the
therapist does not make any self
-disclosing statements, but
parallels the comments of the self
-disclosing therapist with
regard to such factors as support lveness
, congruence, and
acceptance.
Hypotheses. It was hypothesized that the therapist in
the transcription who self
-discloses to the client (the self-
disclosure condition) would elicit more willingness to self-
disclose on the part of subjects than the therapist in the
transcription who does not self-disclose to the client, but
parallels the self-disclosing therapist's comments with regard
to such factors as support iveness
,
congruence, and acceptance
(the congruence condition) and the therapist in the trans-
cription who minially responds to the client utilizing only
basic interviewing techniques (the no self
-disclosure con-
dition. ) A second hypothesis was that the therapist in both
the no self-disclosure condition and the congruence condition
would be perceived as more intraceptive than the therapist
in the self-disclosure condition. The third and final
hypothesis was that the therapist in both the self -disclosure
condition and the congruence condition would be perceived as
more nurturant than the therapist in the no self-disclosure
condition.
8CHAPTER II
METHODS
Subjects. Subjects, forty-five In all (sixteen males and
twenty-nine females), were all volunteers from a psychology
course in personality at the University of Massachusetts.
The average age of a subject was approximately twenty. Sub-
jects were told that the experiment had to do with impressions
of different types of psychotherapists. No specific quali-
fications were placed on the selection of subjects. This
included the possibility of some subjects having prior ex-
perience with some sort of psychotherapy.
Procedure. The experiment took place in two rooms in a
building on the campus of the University of Massachusetts near
the home of the Psychological Services Clinic and the Clinical
Psychology Department. Individual subjects were met by an
experimenter dressed in business-like attire. The experi-
menter presented individual subjects with a transcription of
a psychotherapy session and a questionnaire which had to do
with subjects 1 impressions of the psychotherapist they read
about in the transcription (see Appendixes A, B, and C). The
experimenter asked the subject to carefully read the transcrip-
tion, and asked the subject to respond to the questionnaire
after reading the transcription. The experimenter told the
subject that after he had read the transcription and filled
out the questionnaire, he would have a short interview with
9the psychotherapist he had read about in the transcription.
Instructions for subjects were also printed on the cover
sheets of the transcription and questionnaire (see Appendix
B). The experimenter then asked the subject if he understood
the instructions after he had both listened to them and read
them and clarified any confusion the subject might have had
about his task. After the subject read the transcription and
completed the questionnaire (this usually took about twenty
to thirty minutes) the experimenter led the subject to an
adjoining room and introduced him to the therapist who would
interview him. (In reality this "therapist" was a graduate
student in clinical psychology). Instructions on the question
nalre that the subject received indicated that his responses
to the self
-disclosure section of the questionnaire (see
Measures) would be utilized as a rough guideline for this
interview. This point was stressed, both by the questionnaire
instructions and the experimenter, to insure some degree of
authenticity in subjects* responses. The interview consisted
of the "therapist" simply asking the subject the open-ended
question, "I would like to get to know you as a person. Could
you tell me what you consider the most important things about
yourself in order for me to know you better." When it ap-
peared the subject was finished responding, the "therapist"
would ask, "Could you expand on any of that?" When the
subject was completely finished responding, by his own
admission, the "therapist" thanked the subject, gave him a
10
not too revealing debriefing of the experiment, and offered
to provide the subject with a detailed explanation of the
experiment at its completion. All of these interview sessions
were tape recorded. However, the data obtained from these
tape recordings was not utilized in this study proper.
The independent variable in this study was the type of
response the therapist makes to the client in the simulated
therapy transcription the subject is exposed to prior to the
interview. There were three different transcriptions (see
Appendix A.) In all of them, what the client says is always
the same, what varies is the therapists response to the
client. In the no self-disclosure condition the therapist
responds to the client using only the interviewing techniques
of minimal encouragement to speak, open-ended questions, and
attending behavior. He says nothing at all about himself.
In the self-disclosure condition the therapist responds to
the client for the most part in the same way as in the no
self-disclosure condition, but in several places (seven out
of twenty-five interactions) self-discloses , reveals some-
thing about himself, to the client. The therapist's self-
disclosures were constructed to be historical in content with
reference to time, supportive, congruent with the client's
stated position (i.e. he does not disagree with her), ex-
hibitive of mental health rather than pathology, accepting,
and expressive of a warm and nurturant effect. Greit care
was taken not to vary any of these dimensions. In the final
11
condition, the congruence condition, in those Interactions
which in the self
-disclosure condition the therapist made
self
-disclosing statements, the therapist responds with
statements that contain no self
-disclosure but parallel the
self
-discloser's statements with regard to supportiveness
,
congruence, acceptance, and warm effect. In most Instances,
these statements are present verbatim in the self
-disclosure
condition, only In the self
-disclosure condition the therapist
goes on to give examples from personal experience whereas In
the congruence condition he does not.
Measures. The three dependent variables in this study
were
:
1) Subjects* perceived intraception of the therapist
2) Subjects' perceived nurturance of the therapist
3) Subjects' willingness to self
-disclose to the therapist
The first two independent variables were assessed by
means of the Intraception scale and the Nurturance scale of
the Harrison Gough Adjective Checklist (Gough I965). Gough
defines intraception as engaging in attempts to understand
one's own behavior and the behavior of others. He maintains
(Gough I965, P. 8) that a high scorer on this scale is .
.
reflective and serious, as would be expected; he is also
capable, conscientious, and knowledgeable." Gough defines
nurturance as engaging in behaviors which extend material or
emotional benefits to others. A high scorer on this scale is
helpful, dependable, and benevolent.
12
Subjects* willingness to self
-disclose to the therapist
was assessed by utilizing a questionnaire employing twenty
items considered to be of high intimacy value taken from the
Altman and Taylor (1966) list of intimacy scaled items for
use in studies of Interpersonal relations set in a Likert
scale arrangement with regard to the ease with which the
subject would reveal things about himself to the therapist.
13
CHAPTER III
RESULTS
Data analysis was performed utilizing a completely
randomized, fixed effects, one way analysis of variance as
outlined by Myers (1966). Tests of mean differences, per-
formed when the analysis of variance was significant, utilized
the method of Scheffe as outlined by Hays (1963).
The analysis of variance performed on the dependent
variable of subjects* willingness to self
-disclose (see
Measures) obtained an P associated with a p value of .025
(see Table A test of mean differences revealed that this
effect was due to the difference between the self
-disclosure
condition (the most willingness to self
-disclose was associated
with this condition) and the pooled scores of the no self-
disclosure condition and the congruence condition (see Table
10). Another test of mean differences revealed no difference
between the no self
-disclosure condition and the congruence
condition (see Table 10). Separate analyses of male subjects
as a group (by inspection) and female subjects as a group
(see Table 5) showed no major trends.
The analysis of variance performed on the dependent
variable of intraception (see Measures) obtained an P
associated with a p value very far from even approaching sig-
nificance (see Table 6). Separate analyses of male subjects
as a group (by inspection) and female subjects as a group
Ik
(see Table 7) showed no major trends with respect to males
but a minor effect (F associated with a p value of .10) with
respect to female subjects. A test of mean differences (see
Table 10) showed this effect to be due to the difference be-
tween the self-disclosure condition (highest intraception
scores being associated with this condition) and the no self-
disclosure condition.
The analysis of variance performed on the dependent
variable of nurturance (see Measures) obtained an F associated
with a p value of .025 (see Table 8). A test of mean dif-
ferences revealed that this effect was due to the difference
of the pooled scores of the self
-disclosure condition and the
congruence condition (highest nurturance scores being associ-
ated with these conditions) and the no self
-disclosure con-
dition (see Table 10). Another test of mean differences
revealed no difference between the self-disclosure condition
and the congruence condition (see Table 10). Separate analyses
of male subjects as a group (by inspection) and female subjects
as a group (see Table 9) showed no major trends that were
not present in the overall analysis.
The secondary goal of this study (see Overview), although
not framed as a formal hypothesis, was to determine whether
or not self-disclosure operates as a unique entity or merely
as a function of some other aspect of the interpersonal
communication, namely congruence and warmth. This problem
was approached by an examination of the difference in
15
willingness to self
-disclose on the part of subjects elicited
by the self
-disclosure condition and the congruence condition.
A Newman-Keuls analysis (as outlined by Winer 1962) revealed
that subjects' willingness to self
-disclose associated with
the self
-disclosure condition was significantly greater than
subjects* willingness to self-disclose associated with the
congruence condition (see Table 11).
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TABLE 1
Means and Standard Deviations
of All Dependent Variables for All Subjects
n=^5
No
Self-Disclosure Congruence Self-Disclos ure
Willingness x
to
Self
-Disclose s
273.^0
63.49
269.93
66.39
293.00
70.95
Intraception x
s
8.33
4.30
10.46
6.01
11.93
6.56
Nurturance 5.87
5.78
11.47
6.97
13.33
8.67
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TABLE 2
... „
Means and Standard Deviations
of All Dependent Variables for Female Subjects
n=29
No
Self
-Disclosure Congruence Self
-Disclose
Willingness x
to
Self-Disclose s
266.22
69.95
254.80
77.97
292.20
51.64
Intraception x
s
7.77
4.52
10.20
7.62
13.20
4.73
Nurturance 7.11
6.88
11.30
8.47
15.80
7.35
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TABLE 3
Means and Standard Deviations
of All Dependent Variables for Male Subjects
n=l6
No
Self-Disclosure Congruence Self
-Disciosure
Willingness x
to
Self-Disclose s
284.1?
68.66
300.20
39.21
294.60
63.16
Intraception x
s
Nurturance
19
TABLE 4
Analysis of Variance of Subjects* Willingness
to Self-Disclose for All Subjects
n=45
SV df ss MS
Total
A
S/A
44
2
42
27,624.78
4,641.39
22,983.39
2,320.69
547.22
4.24*
*£<.025
TABLE 5
Analysis of Variance of Subjects 1 Willingness
to Self-Disclose for Female Subjects
n=29
SV df SS MS P
Total 26 109,557.86
A 2 7,881.28 3,940.64 .93
S/A 24 101,676.58 4,286.52
20
TABLE 6
Analysis of Variance of Perceived Therapist
Intraception for All Subjects
n=45
SV df SS MS P
Total
A
S/A
2
42
1,466.32
98.47
1,367.85
49.23
32.56
1.51
TABLE 7
Analysis of Variance of Perceived Therapist
Intraception for Female Subjects
n=29
3V df SS MS F
Total 26 778.67
A 2 146.09 73.04 2.77
S/A 24 632.58 26.35
*£ <.10
21
TABLE 8
Analysis of Variance of Perceived The
Nurturance for All Subjects
n=45
sv df SS MS P
Total 4£ 2,651.78
A 2 ^53.13 226.56 ^.32*
S/A ^2 2,198.65 52.3^
*P <.025
TABLE 9
Analysis of Variance of Perceived Therapist
Nurturance for Female Subjects
n=29
SV df SS MS P
Total 26 1,999.19
A 2 36O.39 180.19 2.63*
S/A 24 1,638.80 68.28
*2 <.10
TABLE 10
Confidence Intervals for Mean Difference
(Scheffe's Method)
Willingness to Self
-Disclose
(Total Sub J ects n=~437
Individual Means
Yg =¥(5^7.22 )TT7 V (2)(4.05)
15
=24.34
Pooled Means
=V(547.22)(1 ) V(2)(4.05)"
10
=21.09
Intraceptlon
(Female Subjects n=29)
Individual Means
Yg =V(26.35)(2 ) VT2TT2."W
15
=4.13
Pooled Means
Vg =V(26.35)(iT V(2)(2.44)
10
=3.58
Nurturance
(Total Subjects n=45
)
Individual Means
Vs =V(52.3M(1 ) V(2)(4.05)
T5
=7.52
Pooled Means
Ve =V(52.3^)(i ) V(2)(4.05)
10
=6.53
23
TABLE 11
Newman-Keuls Analysis of Mean Differencesfor Subjects' Willingness to Self
-Disclose
Congruence
269.93
No
Self-Disclosure
273.30
Self-Disclosure
293.00
Congruence
269.93
No
Self
-Disclosure
273.30
Self
-Disclosure
293.00
3.^7 2^.04*
19.60
*£<.05
24
CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
Discussion of Results. It was hypothesized that the
therapist In the self-disclosure condition would elicit more
willingness to self-disclose on the part of subjects than the
therapists in the no self-disclosure and congruence conditions.
This hypothesis is clearly supported by the results. This
finding is in accordance with Jourard's (1964, p. 179) notion
of the "dyadic effect" of self
-disclosure (i.e. self
-disclosure
begets self
-disclosure) which has been established in several
different types of studies. Drag, as cited by Jourard (1969),
found It in an interviewing situation. Jourard and Friedman
(1970) found it in an "experiment-subject" situation. Chittlck
and Himelstien (1967) found it in a group discussion situation.
Goodman (as cited by Jourard 1964) found it to be existent
in an ongoing psychotherapy situation.
Jourard believes that this "dyadic effect" of self-
disclosure is due to modeling behavior on the part of an in-
dividual in any interpersonal situation who is being disclosed
to. Jourard 1 s position is supported by the work of Bandura
(I965) who has convincingly demonstrated the heuristic values
of modeling procedures in behavior change. With regard to
modeling behavior in psychotherapy situations, Bergin and
Strupp (1969, P. 44) state that, "There can be little question
that the therapist, as part of his repertoire, models
25
attitudes and behaviors i^hich are learned by the patient."
The second hypothesis in this study was that the
therapist in the self
-disclosure condition would be per-
ceived as less intraceptive than the therapists in the other
conditions. The results do not support this hypothesis.
Analysis of the data of females as a group suggested a trend
in the opposite direction; the therapist in the self-disclo-
sure condition was perceived as being more intraceptive than
the therapists in the other conditions. Social psychologists,
Asch and Throndlke (as cited by Jones and Gerrard 1967) in
particular, have long maintained that when people are asked
to rate an Individual on a particular characteristic, they are
very often Influenced by other characteristics or by their
overall impression of the individual. This tendency is
sometimes referred to as the "halo effect." Considering this
and the fact that the therapist in the self-disclosure con-
dition was judged highest with regard to nurturance and wil-
lingness to self-disclose to, the minor trend in the female
subjects with regard to intraception in a direction opposite
to that suggested by the original hypothesis is not too
surprising.
The third and final hypothesis of this study was that
the therapists in the self-disclosure condition and the
congruence condition would be perceived as more nurturant
than the therapist in the no self-disclosure condition. The
results support this hypothesis. This finding is not
26
surprising and easily explained by the fact that the therapists
in the self
-disclosure condition and the congruence condi-
tion made warm, accepting, nurturant statements whereas the
therapist in the no self
-disclosure condition did not.
Recommendations for Further Research
. The results of
this study are based on only one particular type of therapist
self
-disclosure. The therapist's self
-disclosure in this
study were always preceded by a warm, accepting statement,
were always warm and accepting in nature themselves, and were
always similar in content to the experience the client made
reference to in the session. There are many other types of
self
-disclosures and to generalize the results of this study
based only on this particular type of self-disclosure to
situations where other types of self-disclosures are taking
place would be a mistake. To gain a broader picture of the
effects of therapist self-disclosure it would be necessary
to employ several other types of self-disclosures in the
experimental paradigm. Some other types of therapist self-
disclosure that might be employed to broaden the picture of
the effects of therapist self-disclosure could be therapist
self-disclosure that disagrees with the client's stated
position, therapist self-disclosure that pertains to the
"here and now" of the therapeutic encounter (e.g. "You are
confusing me."), therapist self-disclosure that contains
either a high reward or punishment quality, and therapist
self-disclosure that is either self-praising (e.g. "I am
2?
very proud of myself at times.") or self
-depracatlng (e.g.
"Sometimes I think I'm going insane.") Other parameters
worthy of examination might be variations of the sex of the
therapist, when in the therapy session or sessions the
therapist self
-disclosure occurs, and different client ex-
pectations of therapist behavior.
Conclusion and Implications
. The main finding of this
study was that the therapist in the experimental condition
who made warm, accepting, self-disclosing remarks congruent
with the clients position was perceived by subjects as pos-
sessing a higher degree of nurturance than the therapists in
the other conditions and elicited a greater willingness to
self
-disclose on the part of subjects than the therapists in
the other conditions. There is no doubt that this finding has
implications for the implementation of effective psycho-
therapy. First, let us consider the concept of therapist
nurturance, keeping in mind that subjects perceived the self-
dlsclosing therapist to be the most nurturant, and its relation
to positive therapeutic outcome. Nurturance is the quality
of engaging in behaviors which extend material or emotional
benefit to others. A high scorer on the nurturance scale of
the Harrison Gough Adjective Checklist (Gough 19&5) is warm,
helpful, accepting, dependable, benevolent, and non-demanding.
This quality is not unlike the Hogerian concept of unconditional
positive regard. Several researchers indicate that this
quality on the part of a therapist is directly related to
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positive therapeutic outcome. Rogers (1957) believes it to
be both * necessary and a sufficient condition of successful
psychotherapy. Traux (l 96 3 ) found unconditional positive
warmth on the part of a therapist to be directly related to
patient improvement in Individual psychotherapy. Traux (1966)
in a later study found therapist warmth to be directly related
to patient improvement in group therapy, it seems quite
clear that warmth or nurturance on the part of the therapist
is related to positive therapeutic outoome and, as the re-
sults of this study Indicate, it also seems quite clear that
one way for a therapist to projeot this quality to a client
might very well be through the use of self
-disclosure.
Seoondly, let us consider clients 1 willingness to self-
disclose in psychotherapy, keeping In mind that the results
of this study indicate that therapist self
-disclosure
facilitates this, and its relation to positive therapeutio
outcome. The tremendous Importance placed by almost every
school of psychotherapy on client self-disclosure has already
been stressed In the Introduction (see Introduction). Bergln
and :Jtrupp (l969 t p.W neatly summarize the Importance of
llent self-disclosure to positive therapeutic outcome by
tating, "Several lines of Investigation converge In sug-
g^tlritf the Importance of the patient*:; wl 1 LlnKno.::; ... to
express himself with some depth of feeling as a predictor of
positive movement in psychotherapy." There seems to be little
question as to the importance of client self-disclosure on the
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positive outcome of psychotherapy. There also seems to be
very little question, as indicated by this study and others
(e.g. Jourard and Friedman (1970), Chittick and Himelstien
(1967), Goodman (as cited by Jourard 1964)), of the existence
of the "dyadic effect" of self
-disclosure (i.e. self-disclo-
sure begets self-disclosure). It therefore seems quite clear
that therapist self
-disclosure
,
by facilitating client self-
disclosure, will enhance the therapeutic outcome.
Finally, let us consider what impact therapist self-
disclosure can have on the general nature of the therapeutic
relationship. After a therapist begins to make real self-
disclosures to his client and begins to receive them in re-
turn, it is no longer possible for the therapeutic relation-
ship to continue operating on a technique oriented basis in
which the therapist manipulates the client's behavior in
pre-determined directions. As Jourard (1964, p. I85) puts it,
"Increasing numbers of psychiatrists and psychologists are
coming to see psychotherapy, not as something which one does
for a patient, a treatment that calls for careful techniques
of verbal responding, but rather as an exploration of the
possibilities for dialogue between these two people." Real
self-disclosure, by both therapist and client, makes this
dialogue possible. Mutual self-disclosure sets the stage for
authentic existential meeting, which is considered by many to
be the primary vehicle of effective psychotherapy. As
Friedman (introductory essay in Buber 1 965, p. 31) Puts it,
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-The one sided inclusion of therapy is still an I - Thou
relationship founded on mutuality, trust, and partnership in
a common situation, and it is only in this relation that real
therapy can take place. If 'all real living is meeting', as
Buber says in I and Thou, all true healing also takes place
through meeting." Therapist self
-disclosure in a therapeutic
relationship is the first step in this direction.
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APPENDIX A
Simulated Therapy Transcriptions and Instructional Face Sheet
This is an experiment designed to examine interper-
sonal interaction oatterns in one-to-one psychotherapeutic
situations. Please read carefully the following transcrip-
tion of a portion of a psychotherapy session. After read-
ing the transcription, please fill out the questionnaire
that follows as quickly and accurately as possible. You
might find it difficult to respond to some of the items
on the questionnaire based only on the transcription you
have read, but do your best (e.g. venture educated guesses)
to respond to all the questionnaire items.
The transcription you are about to read was taken
from the seventh session of psychotherapy at the psycho-
logical services clinic of a large state university with
the complete consent of the client. The client is a twenty
year old coed who came to the clinic complaining of a
general state of depression accompanied by intermittent
attacks of what she described to be severe anxiety.
elf-Disclosure Condition
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Th: What would you like to talk about this week?
CI: I don't know
. . . nothing in particular.
Th: How have you been feeling?
Oil Depressed . . . down.
Th: What's it like for you to be depressed?
CI: You know
. . . like I told you about last week, and
the week before that.
Th: What about this week?
01 i Everything was going alright for a while. It was really
funny. After I saw you last week, I had a fairly good
night's sleep, the next day in class I actually became
interested in what ny stupid English professor hud to say.
Arnie, I told you about him, called me later in the day
and asked me out for Friday night. That really made me
feel good. I thought that I had made such a bad impression
on him the last time we were together that he would probably
never ask me out again, .'.'.ell . . . things were going pretty
well for a while , but then I got a phone call from my
mother and the whole thing started again.
Th: Whole thin •?
Cl: The whole Mother parents thing • She Just worries so much.
How are your classes? How are your profs? How are your
grades? :iave you been going out? What kind of boys have
you been going out with? The questions never stop.
Th: How do you feel about that?
Cl: Wellf I suppose she has a right to worry, but it really
puts ne uptight | all those questions.
Th: Right to worry?
Cl: Weill she is my mother and mothers, have a right to worry.
I suppose when you consider the trouble I gave her when
I was living at home you can't really blame my mother
for worrying a little more than most mothers.
Th: Could you tell me about it?
Cl: I don't like to talk about it, and you'll probably think
it's silly, but when I was in high school, I think it
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was my junior year, well, Pi sure it was my junior year,
I was dating a boy quite regularly, his name was David.
When I first started to go out with him, I really didn't
like him that much, but as I got to know him better my .
I guess you might say ray affection for him really grew.
He wasn't like the other boys I used to go out with. My
parents didn't like him that much and my friends didn't
like hi:.; that much either. He wasn't in the usual circle
of kids that I hung around with then. I.y -other was
getting worried about all the tine I spent with David.
She kept warning me not to set too involved with him, that
"things .night happen" that I would be sorry about later
for. Well, to ..:ake a Ion: story short, something did
finally happen. I didn't get pregnant, thank God, or
anything like that, we never slept with each other
. . .
but one Friday night David and I were alone at my house,
fly parents were away at some neighborhood cocktail party,
and ... . well . . . we got pretty sexually involved, we
had some of our clothes off, and
. . . my parents cane
hone a lot earlier than we had expected and, the rest must
be obvious.
Th: Let's suppose it isn't. Please go on.
CI: "Veil
. . .
they caught us in my bedroom. I don't know
why we couldn't hear them coming. Of course they realized
.
right away what was going on, at least they allowed us
the courtese?/ of getting dressed before they barged in.
My father was furious
. . . you can well imagine. I was
really scared. I h d never seen my father ">:hat angry.
His face was bright red and he was shaking all over. I
never heard him use the 2-cind of language that he u^cd
yelling at David while he was shoving him out of the
house* I heard the car start up and didn't see again until
the next day.
Th: David?
CI: rTo, my father. David left on his bicycle, (laughs)
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That really seems silly now.
Th: What about your mother?
CI: I really can't describe the way she acted. It was terrible.
She just sat on the edge of the bed and cried. I never
felt as bad as I felt then in all ray life. I wanted to cry,
do anything
. . .
say I was sorry or something. But she
just cat there and cried. I felt so awful. She finally
stopped crying, sot up from the bed, and headed for the
door. Just as she reached the door, I'll never forget this,
she turned around, looked straight at me and said: "I don't
think you'll ever know how rauch you've just hurt me."
Th: Ho v did that make you feel?
CI: It made me feel rotten, just rotten. I'll never forget that
night. It was horrible. I didn't know I could 30 on
living like that, but I guess I managed.
Th: Did you think of suicide?
CI: 17o
. . . I don't know why I didn't
. . . but that wouldn't
have solved anything. I felt that I had to prove myself
all over again to my parents, somehow maybe erase the
terrible mistake I made . . . suicide wouldn't have been
able to do that. I didn't even think of it.
Th: You had to prove yourself?
CI: Yes, I studied extra hard that year in school after 'it was
all over and my grades improved. Maybe it was a good thing
that it happened, don't colleges look especially hard at
your grades in your junior year?
Th: I really wouldn't know. Could you tell me more about
"proving yourself 1 '?
CI: Well 1 besides working hard in school, I tried especially
hard to help out with things around the house, like keep-
ing my room straight and things like that. I know that
sounds rather choldish, but things like that are important
to my .iother.
Th: What do you think you were trying to prove?
CI: I don't know. I guess maybe just that I really wasn't
the horrible person my parents thought I was.
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Th: Horrible person?
CI: I know that must have sounded terribly neurotic to you.
I know I'm not a "horrible person". I've been doing
alright in school for the past couple of years, I haven't '
.been in any trouble with boys or anything like that.
I've even gotten a job working at the library part time
so I don't have to ask my parents for spending money
anymore
.
Th: Do you think you've suceeded in proving yourself to
your parents?
CI: Proving myself? Well, no
. . . (signs) no, I haven't. I
don't think I'll ever be able to. It will never happen.
Th: V/hy not?
CI: Oh ... I don't know. It seems no matter what I do
they're never satisfied. They always find some thin:
wrong. I don't see why they're such perfectionists
(the client now begins to get a little angry), I mean,
I try. IVhy can*t they Just once he a little understanding
,
Jfttst once. L3y sibter hasn't done half as well as I have
and they never bug her half as much as they bug nte. They're
such goddamned perfectionists.
Th: How does that make you feel?
CI: I really get fed up with them soiae times. ..hen I was
in high school and they would do some stupid thing like
grounding me for a week just because I cane hone later
than they wanted rae to stay out, I would go into my room,
slaa the door and scream, just really scream, and then I
would just get up^et and depressed, like I am now. a
girl isn't supposed to hate her parents, is she?
Th: '.Vhat do you think?
CI: Weill they are your parents and they've sacfificed a lot
for you and everything like that, so I guess you' re-
pretty rotten if you hate them. I mean, well . . . they've
paid for my college and all, and they've always Suid if
I ever really need anything I can always come to them . . •
but on the other hand, sometimes they're just so unreason-
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able. I don't know v/hat they expect. I really get
confused v/hen I start thinking about all the mean things
they've done to me. Sometimes when ray mother starts
questioning and criticizing me and making her little
"suggestions' 1
,
I Just feel like grabbing her, giving her
a good shake, and Just telling her right to her face,
"leave me alone, Just leave me alone."
. . # what have I
been saying. If I'd ever do that to ly mother she'd die
she'd probably disown me first though. I'd never say that
to her. Maybe that's why I'm so messed up, you have to be
messed up to want to do something like that to your own
mother.
Th: Do You?
CI: None of my friends feel that way about their parents,
Th: Really?
CI: Like my roommate, she tells me everything*. Her parents
are so great though. Her father found cone grass she hid
in her parage last summer and he hardly did anyt hing about
it. I mean he didn't completely freak out like some
parents would. ?Te just had a long talk with her and told
her to be careful and things like that, ^ome kids have
it so easy with their parents.
Th: How does that make you feel?
CI: I don't know. Sometimes I almost feel cheated. I mean,
• why should I have all these htAGsels when other kids get
any trouble at all from their parents.
Th: I don't know, why should you?
CI: (assertively) I shouldn't. I don't know • maybe I
bring it on myself . hut I don't know how to change it
Congruence Condition
*
: Kffaat would you like to talk about this week?
: I don't know
. . . nothing in particular,
: How have you been feeling?
: Depressed
. . . down.
: What's it like for you to be depressed?
: You know . . . like I told you about last week, and the
week before that,
: Drifting onto periods of depression happens to a lot of
people
. . .
Did anything happen this week that might
have caused you to feel this way?
: Everything was Going alright for a while. It was really
funny. After I saw you lest week, I had a fairly good
night 1 s sleep, the next day in class I actually became
interested in what my stupid English professor had to say.
Arnie, I told you about him, culled ne later in the day
and afcked me out for Friday night. That really m&de me
feel good. I thought that I had made such a bud impressio
on him the last time we were together that he would prob-
ably never ask me out again. F/eli . . . things were going
pretty well for a while, but then I got a phone call from
my mother and the whole thing started again.
: Phone calls from home can be pretty upsetting at times.
What upset you about this particular call?
: The whole mother parents thing* She just worries so
much. Mow are your classes? How are your profs? How
are your grades? Have you been going out? What kind of
boys have you been going out with? The questions never
stop.
: How do you feel about that?
: Weill I suppose she has a right to worry, but it really
puts me uptight, all those questions.
: Right to worry?
: Well, she is my mother and mothers have a right to worry.
I suppose when you consider the trouble I gave her when
^3
I was liviri- at hone you can't really blame my lother
for worrying a little acre than nost mothers.
Th: Could you tell me about it?
CI: I don't like to talk about it, and you'll probably think
it's silly, but when I was in high school, I think it
was my junior year, well, I'm sure it was my junior year,
I was dating a boy a_uite regularly, his name way David,
when I first started to go out with him, I really didn't
like him that much, but as I got to know him better my . .
I guess you might say my affection for him really grew.
He wasn't like the other boys I used to go out with. I'y
parents didn't like him that much and my friends didn't
like him that much either. He wasn't in the usual circle
of kids that I hung around with then, hy mother was
getting worried about all the time I spent with David.
She kept warning me not to get too involved with him,
that "things might hap : en" that I would be sorry about
later for. '.Veil, to make a long story short, something
did finally hap en. I didn't get pregnant, thane God, or
anything like that, ./e never slept with each other
. . .
but one Friday night David and I were alone at my house.
My parents were away at some neic'-.-nborhood cocktail cart-',
and
. .
well
. . .we got pretty sexually involved, we
had some of our clothes off, and
. . . my parents came
• home a lot earlier than we had expected and, the rest
must be obvious.
Th: Being interrupted by the wrong oerson at the wrong time
in the wrong situation can really be unfortunate and
enbarressing, one of the many hazards of being alive I
guess. How did things turn out for you?
CI: Well • . they caught us in ray bedroom, I don't know
why we couldn't hear them coming. Of course they realized
right away what was going on, at least they allowed us
the courtesey of getting dressed oefore they barged in.
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My father was furious
. . . you can well imagine. I was
really scared. I had never seen ay father that angry.
His face was bright red and he was shaking all over. I
never heard him use the kind of language that he used
yelling at David while he was shoving him out of the house.
I heard the car start up and didn't see him again until
the next day.
Th: David?
CI: ;'o, my father. David left on his bicycle. (laughs)
That really see:.is silly now
Th: T.Vhat about your mother?
CI: I really can't describe the way she acted. It was terrible.
She just sat on the edge of the bed and .cried. I never
felt as bad as I felt then in all ray life. I //anted to
cry, do axiythin;;
. . . say I was sorry or something. But
she ju..t c^t there and cried. I felt so awful. She finally
stopped crying, got up from the bed, and headed for the
door. Just as she reached the door, I'll never forget this,
she turned around, looked straight at de and said: "I
don't think you'll ever know how much you've just hurt me. M
Th: How did that make you feel?
CI: It made me feel rotten, just rotten. I'll never faget that
night. It was horrible. I didn't know how I could go on
living like that, but I guest, I managed.
Th: Did you think of suicide?
CI: No ... I don't know why I didn't . . . but that wouldn't
have solved anything. I felt that I had to orove myself
all over again to my parents, somehow maybe erase the
terrible mistake I made . . • suicide wouldn't have been
able to do that. I didn't even think of it.
Th: You had to prove yourself?
CI: Yes, I studied extra hard that year in school after it
was all over and my grades improved. Maybe it was a good
thing that it happened, don't colleges look especially
^5
hard at your grades in your Junior year?
Th: I don't think even the admissions hoards themselves know
What they look especially hard at
. . . Could you tell
me more about "proving yourself "?
CI: Well, besides working hard in school, I tried especially hard
to help out with things around the house, like keeping my
room straight and things like that. I know that sounds
rather childish, but things like that are important to my
mother.
Th: Mistakes someho.- don't seem so bad after you work hard
for a while to mate up for them
. . . What do you think
you were trying to prove?
CI: I don't know. I guess maybe oust that I really v/asn 1 1
the horrible person ny parents thought I was.
Th: Horrible person?
CI: I know that must have sounded terribly neurotic to you.
I know I'm not a !thorrible person". I've been doin^
alright in school for the past couple of years, I haven't
been in any trouble with boys or anything like that. I've
even gotten a job working at the library part time so I
don't have to ask my parents for spending money anymore.
Th: Do you think you've succeeded in proving yourself to
your parents?
CI: Proving myself? "Veil, no . . . (sighs) no, I haven't.
I don't think I'll ever be able to. It will never happen.
Th: Why not?
CI: Oh ... I don't know. It see..:s no matter what I do
they're nover satisfied. They always find some thing
wrong. I don't see why they're such perfectionists (the
client now begins to get a little angry). I mean, I try.
Why can't they just once be a little understanding, just
once. I.Iy sister1 hasn't done half as well as I have and
they ,never bug her half as much as they bug me. They 1 re
such goddamned perfectionists.
If6
How does that make you feel?
: I really get fed up with them some times, When I was In
high school and they would do some stupid thing like
grounding me for a week just because I came home later
than they wanted me to stay out, I would go into my room,
slam the door and scream, just really scream. And then
'I would just get upset and depressed, like I am now. a
girl isn't supposed to hate her parents, is she?
: I don't think we can love our parents all the time . . .
What do you think?
: Well, they are your parents and they've sacrificed a lot
for you and everything like that, so I guess you're pretty
rotten if rju hate them. I mean, well . . . they've
paid for my college and all, and they've always said if
I ever really need anything I can al .ays cone to them • . •
but on the other hand, sometimes they* re Just so unreason-
able • I don't know what they expect. I really ret confused
when I start thinking about all the Mean thin > they've
done to me • Sometimes when my mother starts questioning
and criticizing me and making her little "suggestions",
I just feel like grabbing her, giving her a (jood shake,
and just telling her ri.jht to her face, "leave me alone,
just leave me alone. 11 . . . What have I been saying. If
I'd ever do that to my mother she'd die. . . she'd probably
disown me first though. I'd never say that to her.
Maybe that's why I'm so ;;iessed up, you have to be messed
up to v/ant to do something like that to your own mother. .
: It's only natural for ceople to feel a little hostile
tov/ards those who annoy them at times . • . 'Thy do you
feel you* re messed up?
: None of my friends feel that way ab^ut their parents.
: Really?
: Like ray roommate, she tells me everything. Her parents
are so croat though. Her father found some £ras^ she hid in
her garage last summer and he hardly did anything about it.
I mean he didn't completely freak out like some parents
would. He just had a lonG talk with her and told her to
be careful and things like that. Some kids have it so
easy v/ith their parents.
How does that raake you feel?
I don't know. Sometimes I almost feel cheated. I mean,
why should I have all these hassels when other kids get'
any trouble at all from their parents.
I don't know, why should you?
(assertively) I shouldn't. I don't know
. . . maybe 1
bring it on myself
. . . But I Just don't know how to
Cxhana-e it
.
"elf-Disclosure Condition
Th: What would you like to talk about this week?
CI: I don 1 1 know . . . nothing in particular,
Th: Hew have you "been feeling?
CI : Depressed . . . down.
Th: What's it like for you to be depressed?
CI: You know
. . .
like I told you about last week, and the
week before that.
Th: Drifting into periods of depression happens to a lot of
people. iVhen I was a student, it was a rare day indeed
if I didn't get depressed a little in one way or another.
Did anything; happen this week that might have caused you
to feel this way?
01: Everything was going alright for a while* It was really
funny. After I saw ou last week, I had a fairly good night's
sleep, the next day in class I actually became interested
in what :.*y stupid English professor had to say. Arnie
,
I told you about him, called me later in the day and asked
me out for Friday night. That really made me feci good*
I thought that I had made such a bad impression on him
the last time we were together that he would probably
never ask me out again. Well . . . things were going
pretty well for a while, but then I got a phone call from
my mother and the whole thing started again.
Th: Phone calls from home can be pretty upsetting at times.
One of my mother 1 s greatest talents was her uncanny
ability to cram a myriad of troublesone material into a
three minute phone conversation. What upset you about
this particular call?
CI: The whole mother parents thing. . She just wrries so much.
How are your classes? How are your profs? How are your
grades? Have you been going out? What kind of boys have
you been going out with? The questions never stop.
Th: How do you feel about that?
CI: Welli I suppose she ha^> a right to worry, but it really
puts me uptight, all those questions.
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Th: Eight to worry?
CI: Well, she is ray mother and mothers have a right to worry.
I suppose when you consider the trouble I gave her when
#
I was living at home you can't really blame my mother
for worrying a little more than most mothers.
Th: Could you tell me about it?
CI: I don't like to talk about it, and you'll probably think
it's Silly, but when I was in high school, I think it
was my Junior year, well, I'm sure it was ray junior year,
I was dating a bo: quite regularly, his name was David,
"vhen I first started to go out with him, I really didn't
like him that much, but as I got to know him better my
.
I guess you might say my affection for him really grew.
He wasn't like the other boys I used to go out with, My
parents didn't like him that much and ray friends didn't
like him that much either. He wasn't in the usual circle
of kids that I hung around with then. Lly mother was
getting worried about all the time I spent with David.
She kept warning me not to get too involved with him, that
"things night hppen" that I would be sorry about later for.
Well, to make a long story short, something did finally
happen. I didn't get pregnant, thank God, or anything like
that, we never slervfc with each other
. . .
but oae Friday
night David and I were alone at my house. My parents
were away at some neighborhood cocktail party, and
. . .
well
. . .
we got pretty sexually involved, we had some
of our clothes off, and . . . my parents came home a lot
earlier than we had expected and, the rost must be obvious.
Th: Being interrupted by the wrong person at the wrong time
can really be unfortunate. The same kind of thing happened
to me once. My girlfriend's parents,' who were supposed
to be out all evening, returned home unexpectedly and
caught us in quite an embarressing situation. It was
really a terribly sticky scene that followed. How did
things turn out for you 9
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CI: Well
• . •
they caught us in my bedroom, I don't know
why we couldn't hear them coming. Of course they realized
right away what was going on, at least they allowed us
the courtesey of getting dressed before they barged in.
I.?y father was furious ... you can well imagine. I was
really scared. I had never seen ray father tfet angry.
His face was bright red and he was shaking all over. I
never hoard him use the kind of language that he used
yelling at David while he was shoving him out of the house.
I heard the car start up and didn't see him again until
the next day.
Th: David?
CI: No, my father. David left on his bicycle. (laughs)
That really seems silly now.
Th: What about your mother?
CI: I really can f t describe the way she acted. It was terrible.
She just sat on the edge of the bed and cried, I nover
felt as bad as I felt then in all my life. I wanted to
cry,, do anything . . . say I was sorry or something. But
she just sat there and cried. I felt so awful. She finally
stopped crying, got up from the bed, and headed for the
door. Just as she reached the door, I T li never forget
this, she turned aroimd, looked strai \ht at me and Sc.id:
"I don't think you'll ever know how much you've just hurt
me. "
Th: How did that make you feel?
CI: It made me feel rooten, just rotten. I'll never forget
that night. It was horrible. I didn't know how I could
go on living like that, but I guess I managed.
Th: Did you think of suicide?
CI: No ... I don't dnow why I didn't . . . but that
wouldn't have solved anything. I felt that I had to
prove myself all over again to my parents, somehow mayoe
erase the terrible mistake I made . . . suicide wouldn't
have been able to do that. I didn't even think of it.
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You had to prove yourself?
Yes, I studied extra hard that year in school after it
was all over and my grades improved. Maybe it was a good
thins that it happened, don't colleges look especially
hard at your grades in .our Junior year?
I don't think even the admissions boards themselves know
what they look especially hard at. I've been on the
admissions board here for the past two years and the
whole business is still a great mystery to mee . . .
Could you tell me more about ''proving yourself 11 ?
Well, besides working hard in school, I tried expecially
hard to help out With things around the house, like keeping
my room straight and things like that, I know that sounds
rather choldish, but things like that are important to m>
mother*
Mistakes somehow don T t seem so bad after you work h&rd for
a while to make up for them, './hen my girlfriend and I
got into trouble with her parents, like I was telling
you about before, we worked like hell to bo on our best
behavior for a long time after that . . What do you
think you were trying to prove?
I don ! t know. I guess maybe Just that I really wasn't
the horrible person ray parents thought I was.
Horrible person?
I know that must have sounded terribly neurotic to you.
I know I'm not a "horrible person". I've been doing
alright in school for the past couple of years, I haven't
been in any trouble with boys or anything like that.
I've even gotten a job working at the library part time so
I don't have to ask y parents for spending money anymore.
Do you think you've succeeded in proving yourself to
your parents?
Proving myself? ".'ell, no . . . (sighs) no, I haven't.
I don't thing I'll ever be able to. It will never happen;
";hv not?
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Oh ... I don f t know. It seems no natter what I do
they're never satisfied. They always find come thing
wrong. I don't see why they're such perfectionists (the
client now begins to get a little angry). I mean, I try.
why can't they just once be a little understanding, just
once. R5y sioter hasn't done half as well as I have and
they never bug her half as Much as they bug' me. They're
such gaddamned perfectionists.
How does that make you feel?
I really get fed up with them so.ie tines. When I was in
high school and they would do some stupid thins like
grounding me for a week just because I came hone later
than they wanted me to stay out, I would go into my room,
slara the door and scream, jur.t really scream. And then I
would just get upset and depressed, like I am new. A
Girl isn't supposed to hate her parents, is she?
I den't think we can love our parents all the tine. I
can roneuber plenty of tines when I was anything but
pleased with nine . . . What do you think?
'.Veil, they are your parents and they've sacrificed a lot
for you and everything like thatm so I guess you're
pretty rotten if you hate then. I mean, well . . . they've
oaid for my collere and all, and they've always said if
I ever really need anything I can always cone to them . . •
but on the other hand, sometimes they're just so unreason-
able. I don't know what they expect. I really get confused
when I start thinking about all the mean things they've
done to me. Sometimes whin my mother starts questioning
and criticizing ne and making her little "suggestions"
,
I just feel like grabbing her, giving her a good shake,
and just telling her right to her face, "leave ne alone,
just leave me alone." . . . What have I been saying. If
I'd ever do that to my mother she'd die . . . she'd
probably disown me first though. I'd never say that to
her. Maybe that's why I'm so messed up, you have to be
5^
messed up to ,ant to do something like that to your own
mother.
Th: It's only natural for people to feel a little hostile
towards those who annoy then at tines. I can recall,
without any difficulty, several tines when I've felt like
giving the head of the department here a good shake
. .
Why do you feel you're Messed up?
CI: None of my friends feel that way about their parents.
Th: Really?
CI: Like my roommate, she tells ne everything. Her parents
are so great though. Her father found some grass she
hid in her garage last summer and he hardly did anything
about it. I lean he didn't completely freak out like
some pare at s would, re Just had a long talk with her and
told her to be careful and things like that, iione kids
have it so easy with their parents.
Th: How does that make you feel?
CI: I don't know. Sometimes I almost feel cheated. I mean,
Why should I have all these has,., :1s wnen other kids get
any trouble at all from their parents.
Th: I don't know, why should you?
CI: (assertively) I shouldn't. I don't know
. . . maybe I
bring it on uyself
. . . Eut I just don't know how to
change it.
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Age Sex
Thin questionnaire has to do with your impressions
of the psychotherapist you have just road about in the trans-
cription. Your responses will bo taken into account as a
rough guideline for the interview to follow. You will
probably find yourself in agreement with some statements
but in disagreement with others. Also, you may feel neutral
about the stated opinion.
Your task is to read each statement carefully and then
to indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree with
the opinion expressed by marking the appropriate point on
a scale where -10 stands for complete disagreement and +10
stands for complete agreement.
For example:
Perryville is the kind of town that 1 would like to
live in.
-10
-9 -3 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -? -1 0 +1 +2 +5 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 + 9 +10
If you disagree completely with the above statement,
place a circle around -10. If you agree completely place
a circle around f10. Varying degrees of agreement or dis-
agreement can be indicated by circling an appropriate
number on the scale while if you feel completely neutral
about the statement, circle the 0.
1
.
The therapi S t o eemr> very easy to talk to*
_10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -? -1 0 +1 + ? + 3 + 4 +b + 6 +7 +8 +9 +10
?. I would feci comfortable telling the therapint about
times I have been angry with my parents.
_10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 + ? +3 +4 + ^> +6 +7 +0 +9 +10
3. I would feel comfortable telling the therapint about my
feclin^n about people who dislike Ne^roc or Jews.
-10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +? +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +9 +10
much 1 really care about what others think of me
-9 -3 .7 -6 -5 -4 _ ? o t1 +? t, +4 +5 +6 t? +(? +g
I w-ia fool comfortable telling the theraplet about how
etc!)! *
drU, ' !! ( °" ;
-
"**"»•. taohisn, LSD,
-9 -8
-7 -6
-5 - 4 - 3 .2 o tl ffi + , +4 +b +6 +7 +s +9
I would reel comfortable telling the therapist about myfeelings or adequacy or inadequacy in sexual relation,(I.e. ray ability to perform adequately in sexual
rolati ons ) .
-9 -8
-7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 + 2 +3 +4 * 5 + 6 +7 +8 +9 +10
I would feel at ease talking about the kind of person
I intend to live with or marry with the therapist.
-9 -8 -7 -6
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 +6 +7 + 8 + 9 + 1 0
I would feel comfortable telling the therapist the
kinds of things that make me especially proud of myself.
-9 -8 -7 -6
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 +2 +3 +4 + 5 +6 +7 +8 +9 4 10
I would feel comfortable telling the therapist what
I daydream about.
-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 4-2 +3 +4 + 5 +6 4-7 +8 + 9 +10
I would fee] at ease talking about things or situations
that embarress me with the therapist.
9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 + 6 +7 +8 +9 +10
I would feel comfortable telling the therapist why some
people don't like me.
9 _8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +9 +10
1 would feel comfortable telling the therapist how
often I would want to have sex with my husband or wife.
9 _8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -5 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4
r
5 +6 +7 +8 +9 +10
J would feel coin for tabl e telling the therapist what
I think makes a girl look "cheap".
c
'
-G - ft -1- ~$
-V-l ^ + 1 ••)- H -V4r *G « ? f<- »-<t t\C
I would feel comfortable telling the therapist about times
when J have used drugs.
9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +G +7 +8 -9 +10
V,. I would fool at ea»e telling the therapist about the
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aspects of ,ny
-personality that l dislike, worry about,
or regard as a handioap to mo.
-10
-9 -8 -7 -6
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 +2 + 3 +4 + ^> + 6 + 7 + 8 + 9 + 10
16. 1 would fool comfortable telling the therapist what
I dislike about mooting poonlc for the first time.
-10
-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 +6 + 7 +8 + 9 + 10
17. I would fool at ease crying in front of the therapist.
-10
-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 + 2 + 3 + 4 +5 +6 + 7 +8 + 9 +10
18. I would feel comfortable telling the therapist about
things about my physical appearance tnat at times I
have wished could be changed
.
-10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +9 +10
19. 1 would reel at ease telling the therapist the things
in my past about wich I am most ashamed.
-10
-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +9 +10
20. I would fool at ease telling the therapist about times
I hve "cheated" on my boyfriend, girlfriend, husband,
or wife.
-10 -9 -3 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +9 +10
-3-
APPENDIX C
The Harrison Gough Adjective Check List
with Modified Instructions
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The following two pages contain a list of 300 adjec-
tives. Please read them quickly and put an "X" in the
box beside each one you consider to be descriptive of
the therapist you have just read about in the transcription.
Do not worry about duplications, contradictions, and so
forth. Work quickly and do not spend too much time on any
one adjective.
I I nbsent-minded
)
fl active
2
r*l adaptable
3
[~] adventurous
4
affected
5
ion ate
6
| | aggressive
7
["I alcit
8
aloof
9
I I ambitious'
10
I | anxious
11
I I apathetic
12
I 1 appreciative
13
I I argumentative
14
Li arrogant
15
f"*l artistic
10
[| assertive
17
| | attractive
18
| | autocratic
19
I I awkward
20
bitter
21
I I blustery
220 boastful
23
1 I bossy .
24
| 1 calm
25
| | capable
26
I
careless
27
| J cautious
28
changeable
29
j
! charming
30
I I cheerful
31
I I civilized
-32
Li clear-thinking
33
fc
LJ clever
34
PI coarse
35
cold
36
[ | commonplace
37
[
I
complaining
38
| 1 complicated
39
[ | conceited
40
confident
41
I I confused
42
I | conscientious
43
conservative
44
I 1 considerate
45
I I contented
46
I 1 conventional
47
n cooi
48
[~1 cooperative
49
| | courageous
50
cowardly
51
cruel
52
curious
53
] cynical
54
daring
55Q deceitful
56
| 1 defensive
57
deliberate
58
| | demanding
59
dependable
CO
dependent
01
I I despondent
02
I I determined
G3
I | dignified
04
I
I
discreet
05
I 1 disorderly
06
dissatisfied
67
LJ distractiblc
G8
LJ distrustful
69
Li dominant
70
I I
dreamy
71
dull
72
easygoing
73
effeminate
74
| | efficient
75
egotistical
76
emotional
77
energetic
78
enterprising
79
enthusiastic
80
[ j
evasive
81
(""I excitable
82
r~l fair-minded
83
j I fault-finding;LJ
84
[~1 fearful
^ 85
"l feminineUJ 86
n fa*icL~
' 87
I | flirtatious
L—
' 88
I I foolish
L-J 89
forceful
^ 90
forcsightcd
91
forgetful
02 /
forgiving
93
formal
94
frank
95
friendly
90
frivolous
97
fussy
98
generous
99
gentle
100
gloomy
301
good-looking
102
good-natured
303
greedv
^104
'
handsome
105
hard-headed
106
hard-hearted
307
hasty
108
headstrong
109
healthy
110
helpful
111
high-strung
112
honest
113
hostile
114
humorous
115
hurried
116
idealistic
117
imaginative
118
immature
119
impatient
120
61
n impulsive
121
n independent
1P.2
PI indifferent
323
I I individualistic
^ 124
~~j industrious
125
I I infantile
326
j I
informal
^ 127
I 1 ingenious
L—1
128
| I inhibitedL—1
129
I | initiative
1
130
I I insightful
131
j
I intelligent
L—1 132
I I interests narrow
^ 133
r~l interests wide
L—1
131
| |
intolerant
135
I 1 inventive
L—1 136
I I irresponsible
137
I 1 irritable
^ 13S
jolly
1 139
kind
140
b«y
141
~] leisurely
142
logical
143
loud
144
loyalU-1
145
I
j
mannerly
140
I I masculine
L—
' 147
I | mature
I I meek
L—1 149
j
I methodic al
LJ 150
DO NOT PRINT
+
mild
151
| | mischievous
152
I | moderate
153
| | modest
154
n moody
155
naRgfng
• 15C
LJ natural
157
f"~] nervous
158
I | noisy
159
I 1 obliging
160
| | obnoxious
1G1
L*1 opinionated
1G2
I | opportunistic
163
I | optimistic
164
PI organized
1C5
I I original
166
r~] outgoing
167
IJ outspoken
103
n painstaking
160
I I patient
170
f] peaceable
171
[ | peculiar
172
| | persevering
173
[~~| persistent
171
LI pessimistic
175
plauful
170
pleasant
177
( | pleasure-sucking
178
170
| | polished
180
practical
181
praising
182
precise
183
Li prejudiced
181
Li preoccupied
185
[J queer
180
[I quick
190
progressive
180
prudish
187
quarrelsome
183
quiet
191
quitting
192
rational
193
rattlebrained
191
realistic
195
reasonable
190
rebellious
197
reckless
193
reflective
199
relaxed
200
reliable
201
I resentful
202
[ |
reserved
203
resourceful
201
I responsible
205
restless
200
rctii ing
207
rigid
208
robust
209
rude
210
f~] sarcastic
[ I self-centered
212
self- confident
213
self controlled
214
enviui r
215
'
self-pitying
210
-punishing
217
1 | self-seeking
218
selfish
219
! | sensitive
220
sentimental
221
[ | serious
222
| |
severe
223
-
s^y
224
shallow
225
sharp-witted
226
| |
shiftless
227
I show-off
228
| |
shrewd
229
*y
230
PI silent
231
[ 1
simple
232
| [
sincere
233
1 )
slipshod
231
| I slow
235
%
230
I I
sniug
237
~~
] snobbish
238
~~| sociable
2-39
I I soft hearted
*—J 210
O sophisticated
211
C] spendthrift
212
C~] spineless
2-13Q spontaneous
244
O spunky
245
stable
246Q steady
247
248
249
D stolid
250
0 strong
251
LI stubborn
252
L] submissive
253
1 I suggestible
254
sulky
255
L~| superstitious
256
f~] suspicious
257
M sympathetic
253
tactful
259
tactless
200
in talkative
261
| |
temperamental
202
! tense
263
| |
thankless
264
~] thorough
265
thoughtful
2G0'
fl thrifty
207
|~1 timid
268
I I tolerant
209
touchy
270
lough
271
trusting
272
ifFectcd
62
mal
273
mamhilious
274
m,
275
mconvcntional
assuming
270
I I undependable
277
I | understanding
273
^) unemotional
279
| | on excitable
2S0
mfriendly
281
minhibitcd
282
inintclligcnt
283
mkind
284
in realistic
285
mscrupulous
280
mselfish
257
instable
288
vindictive
289
ersalile
290
varm
291
vary
292
vcak
293
vhiny
294
vholesomc
295
vise
296
vithdrawn
297
ivftty
203
voirying
299
any
300
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